
Diego Pintossi
profile
I am a Ph.D. candidate in Chemical Engineering at the Eindhoven University of Technology and
Wetsus, european centre of excellence for sustainable water technology. Passionate about
data analysis and visualization.

experience
2017–present TU Eindhoven / Wetsus Eindhoven / Leeuwarden, the Netherlands

Ph.D. candidate
Experimental and modeling research in the field of salinity gradient energy
(blue energy). Three thesis chapters already submitted, two more in progress
(requirement from faculty: 4 chapters).
Coding projects:

• Data analysis and visualization of electrochemical measurements (Mat-
lab/Python).

• Development of amodel for the simulation of the reverse electrodialysis process
with segmented electrodes (Python).

2016–2017 Politecnico di Milano Milan, Italy
Research assistant
Experimental and modeling research in the field of organic photovoltaics and
luminescent solar concentrators.

education
2014-2016 Alta Scuola Politecnica Milan, Italy

Alta Scuola Politecnica provides society with high-profile graduates combin-
ing in-depth technical knowledge with interdisciplinary skills.

2013-2015 Politecnico di Milano / Politecnico di Torino Milan / Turin, Italy
Double M.Sc. degree in Materials Engineering. Experimental thesis on fluorin-
ated coatings to increase efficiency of organic photovoltaics.

2010-2013 Politecnico di Milano Milan, Italy
B.Sc. degree in Materials Engineering and Nanotechnology.

extra courses
2020 Machine Learning Crash Course developers.google.com

Completed the self-paced course on machine learning offered by Google.

2020 Data science micro-courses kaggle.com
Python - Pandas - Data Visualization - Intro toMachine Learning - Intermediate
Machine Learning - Feature Engineering - Intro to SQL - Advanced SQL

2018–2020 Python and Machine Learning courses cognitiveclass.ai (IBM)
Python for Data Science - Data Science with Open Data - Introduction to Data
Science - Data Science Hands-On with Open Source Tools - Data Science
Methodology - Data Analysis with Python - Data Visualization with Python -
Machine Learning with Python [certificates available]

2016 Soft skills courses PoliMI Open Knowledge
Working in multidisciplinary environments - Managing conflicts - Managing
change [certificates available]

personal traits and interests
Calm - Steadfast - Independent - Eager to learn - Organized - Responsible - Collaborative -
Friendly - Polite
♥ my family, hiking, running, nature, coding for fun, books, movies and tv series

personal data
28 y.o., Italian

Leeuwarden, Friesland

contact details
+31 6 81669639

diego.m.pintossi@gmail.com

language skills
Italian (native speaker)
English (C1, daily use)

Dutch (A2)

communication skills
Effective and concise

communication
Ability to prepare nice

presentations and posters
Experienced in writing reports

on complex topics

programming skills
Python

LATEX
SQL (basics)

software
MSWord / Excel /

Powerpoint, Adobe InDesign /
Illustrator / Photoshop, Origin,
Mendeley, Autodesk Inventor,

Matlab, NI LabVIEW


